HELP MUSIC
ARTIST SHEET FOR WEBSITE www.help-music.com
Cost 18 $ first year, from the second year renewal to 15 $
Conditions: you will be able to publish 3 new releases per year, enter the playlists of 2 Spotify, 1 Tidal, Deezer and Amazon or
Apple (30 days). You will be able to do a video interview and promote your own video clip.

Cost 13$ first year, from the second year renewal to 10 $
Conditions: you will be able to publish 2 new releases per year, enter 1 Spotify playlist (20 days) and 1 Deezer or Tidal. You will be
able to do a video interview and promote your own video clip.

You can attach 2 photos: 1 group / soloist or 1 logo related to album or single or 2 artist photos
Indicate what is required and use the on.line program as a word count with free on.line programs
Solo singer or band:
Stage name:
from (Nation)
Musical genre: (pop, pop / rock ...)
indicate any label:
Musical work done to date: how many albums?
How many singles?
Name of the last musical project
Name of the new music project (the one you promote)
Only single or album?
Do you play social live?
Where usually (also web)
Youtube channel (link)
Facebook & Instagran link (artist page only)
Do you have a website?

career start date:

Your musical goal is ... (Maximum 70 words)
Biography: maximum 150 words
In short: who you are (real name, where you are from and where you live). How long you make music and how it all
started. What do you play as an instrument.
Tell us about your music as if it were a comic. He speaks ironically, telling some anecdotes of the beginnings and more
recent times; example: “mom, will you buy me the guitar? Please, I promise I don't play it at night. " My mother: "but if
you've never taken a 5 to music, what would you like to do with the guitar?" ... A story about your short but intense
musical journey.
A funny interview (100 words). You are on the radio and the speaker asks you: “listen, I want to be honest with you. You
don't do anything new, your music can't compete, where do you go without a producer, how do you get into the playlists
that matter? Now pass Ligabue, pass Mengoni and then your song? " Convince him that your music deserves an
opportunity.
In summary: send a message so that the reader becomes your admirer.
If you want to advertise your latest job (no older than 3 months). Video link and song title.
Describe the meaning of the video and your song (70 words).
Link of the song Spotify….
Link Artist profile Amazon music
Link Artist profile Apple music
You can have an article in the Home for a new release. The first is free, the second for $ 7 and to be communicated 10
days in advance
You can upload 1 video for each new release related to live or social-live events (to be uploaded on our Youtube page)
With 10$ you can make a video interview + music video promotion (Request the pattern to follow)

YES --- NO
In your artist-page, our social page, our Youtube channel and our website.

